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596 School Holiday 

School holiday started a few days later. 

The Bai family along with Zhang Yi Hai and Fang Su Jin took the flight to L City before they rented a car 

and headed to Z Town. 

There were a lot of hotels around and many of them were very close to the beaches. 

Most importantly, Mo Qing Huan and He Rong would be joining them as well. Mo Qing Huan’s 

grandparents lived in Z Town and her eldest aunt was from the small town. 

Because of this, the girl knew a lot of pretty and hidden beaches as well as good places to eat. 

Everyone was familiar with each other and the atmosphere between them was quite lively. 

On the first day they arrived, the group had their breakfast at the hotel. Then, Mo Qing Huan took them 

to the jetty and they took a boat. Rather than playing around the beach, all the time, Mo Qing Huan 

decided to take them to experience fishing once. 

Bai Xi Xi was the most excited. She thought that going fishing should be fun and was really looking 

forward to it. 

However, the moment they arrived at the jetty, Bai Xi Xi stared at the boat and started to grow afraid. 

Seeing the boat swaying around worried her. The water looked deep. Bai Xi Xi was mostly afraid of 

falling into the water. 

..... 

She knew that she was not a good swimmer and this scare her a lot. 

Subconsciously, Bai Xi Xi held the corner of Zhang Li Xue’s sleeve tightly. She knew that her sister-in-law 

could swim really well and decided to stay close to her. 

“Alright. Let’s wear your life jacket for safety,” Mo Qing Huan announced as they were on board. She 

looked at her husband and let him pass the jacket around. 

Zhang Li Xue looked at the life jacket and helped Bai Xi Xi to wear it first. Then, she looked at her friend 

and spoke, “Huan Huan, are you sure this is alright?” 

This time, only an elder man called Grandpa Li would accompany them on this trip. 

According to Mo Qing Huan, Grandpa Li knew the way to a good fishing spot and was quite familiar with 

the water. 

Mo Qing Huan was quite experienced in fishing. When she was still a little girl, she often followed her 

great-grandpa to the sea. Sometimes, Grandpa Li would join them as well. 

Grandpa Li was a good friend to her great-grandpa and Mo Qing Huan trusted him very much. 



“Hey, you can just trust me. Anyway, this isn’t my first time.” Mo Qing Huan flashed a smile. She looked 

at the elder man and spoke, “Grandpa Li, how is it? Can we depart now?” 

The elder man nodded. “Whenever you are ready.” 

Mo Qing Huan walked around the boat to check on the passengers. Then, she stood at the front and put 

the key into the ignition. He Rong sat beside her while watching her with a hint of admiration. 

His wife looked like a female captain and he simply could not look away from her. 

Zhang Li Xue inhaled a deep breath upon realizing that Mo Qing Huan was going to drive the boat. 

However, before she could say anything, the boat started to move to leave the jetty. 

The boat moved slowly to the center, then, the engine roared and the boat started to move. 

Initially, Zhang Li Xue was a little worried. But after a while, she started to relax as well. Surprisingly, Mo 

Qing Huan could steer the boat quite well. 

The seawater splashed on her face. Zhang Li Xue looked at Bai Qi and recalled their honeymoon in T 

Country. 

After a while, the boat finally slowed down. Grandpa Li spoke a few words to Mo Qing Huan before the 

boat finally stopped. 

Then, Mo Qing Huan announced that they had arrived at the fishing spot. 

The water was calm and the weather was great. 

Mo Qing Huan stood at the center with Grandpa Li as they both taught the others how to use their 

fishing tools. 

It did not take Bai Qi a long time to learn them. Once he figured out how to use it, he began to teach his 

wife how to use it. He stood behind Zhang Li Xue with his arms encircling her body. 

It seemed that Bai Qi was flirting with his wife rather than teaching her. 

Zhang Yi Hai and Fang Su Jin chose another spot and tried to learn how to use the fishing rod together. 

Fang Su Jin had a serious look on her face as she tried to learn properly. However, a certain someone 

continued to tease her, making her angry. 

Bai Xi Xi was the youngest. Because of it, Mo Qing Huan decided to teach the little girl personally. It did 

not take Mo Qing Huan a long time to get along with Bai Xi Xi. After all, she was quite experienced in 

looking after her younger cousins in the past. 

Meanwhile. He Rong decided to chat with Grandpa Li for a bit and learned about the sea. 

The group hung around on the boat while waiting for the fish to take their bait. 

After waiting for a while, most of them started to get bored. However, Bai Xi Xi continued to eye her 

fishing rod with a serious look on her face. 



It was not easy for Zhang Li Xue and Mo Qing Huan to hang around together. The two friends sat 

together as they discussed their next plan in Z Town. 

According to Mo Qing Huan, if they stayed longer, she could take them to camp around the beach area. 

Unfortunately, because of Bai Qi’s busy schedule, he was unable to take a long break. Their stay in Z 

Town would only be brief. 

The first to catch a fish among them was Mo Qing Huan. Once the fish took her bait, Mo Qing Huan 

calmly held her fishing rod before she finally pulled up a medium-sized seabass. 

Bai Xi Xi sat at the side while watching Mo Qing Huan with awe. 

As the others were looking at the fish, Bai Xi Xi felt a tug around her fishing rod. Her eyes widened in 

surprise. “Brother Bai Qi!” She looked at her brother in alarm. 

Swiftly, everyone’s attention moved to Bai Xi Xi. 

Mo Qing Huan walked over to Bai Xi Xi and tried to help her. However, the look on her face changed 

when she realized that this fish was quite heavy. She turned to her husband with a look and He Rong 

quickly stepped forward to help. 

He Rong helped Bai Xi Xi to hold the fishing rod and played tug with the fish. 

Bai Xi Xi’s face started to sweat. However, her eyes remained focused. 

In the end, with the help of everyone else, the little girl managed to catch a red snapper. 

Seeing the size of the fish stunned them. 

Bai Xi Xi stared at the fish in Grandpa Li’s hand with awe. It was quite big! 

The little girl had a bright smile on her face as everyone started to praise her. 

 


